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PART ONE

PALADIn’S
CALL

PART       ONE

PALADIn’S
CALL
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� 1 �

Sabbatical

“People. Always too many people.”
Only the leathery beat of Greer’s dragon wings answered Bardon’s

observation. Cool air rushed against Bardon’s face, blowing away the cares
of three intense years of training and study.

He squeezed his knees into the riding hooks and leaned forward
across the major dragon’s neck. Brisk mountain air rose off the snow-
topped mountain and blew his dark hair back from his pale face. Soon he
should be able to spot the valley Sir Dar had recommended. He needed
time alone. The first part of his sabbatical would be spent in isolation.

Bardon put a hand on Greer’s purple scales and communicated his
desire to locate a lake shaped like a boot.

Looking down at the forested slopes, he speculated on how many of
the seven high races populated the area. A smile spread across his face. It
was likely that not one civilized being walked this southern part of the
Morchain Mountain Range for a hundred miles in any direction.

He saw a ropma scurry across a rocky stream.
“Don’t worry, fella. I won’t bother you if you don’t bother me. I’m tak-

ing a break from everyone, both high and low races.”
Greer rumbled in his throat, and Bardon placed a hand on the amethys-

tine scales of his dragon’s neck. “No, I’m not running away from you, my
friend. And in truth, I’m not really running away from civilization. I just
need a sabbatical, a long sabbatical.”

Ahead, two peaks stood taller than the rest. Bardon mentally guided
the major dragon toward the landmark Dar had given him. He thought
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about the parting from the wise little doneel.
The room had bustled with activity like all the rooms in Castle

Pelacce. Dar had taken Bardon aside to speak words of encouragement and
instruction, but the constant commotion intruded on their conversation.

“I’m proud of you, Bardon.” Dar’s small furry hand had rested on his
squire’s arm. “You’ve developed a gracious social presence. I know it’s been
hard for you, but I consider it one of your greatest accomplishments.”

Inwardly, Bardon had cringed when a woman’s piercing laugh rose
over the clucking babble of a small group of ladies. Squire Bardon glanced
at Sir Dar. He couldn’t speak of his concern to the knight he admired so
much. Every day Bardon underwent a great struggle to project that image
of serenity Sir Dar assumed was real.

He thinks too well of me. The young man wrestled with a truth he did
not like. After three years, this knight-in-training is only better at hiding his
uneasiness.

I find the social life Sir Dar thrives on to be overwhelming. Bardon
looked around at the gregarious crowd. Sir Dar smiled sincerely at a mari-
one’s comment as he passed. The squire wished they had chosen a secluded
spot for this conversation. But the Castle Pelacce boiled with activity in
every quarter.

When does a day pass that someone, important or not, isn’t visiting?
Dozens of outsiders, along with the bustling staff, roam these hallways.

While his mentor gazed fondly at a group of giggling women, Bardon
watched the finely dressed, diminutive doneel ladies and strove to keep his
face neutral. I’ve given up trying to keep Sir Dar’s extended family straight.
Are those cousins? I can’t remember who’s who. There are dozens of families,
not just dozens of individuals.

The uncomfortable memory faded. Bardon put aside the aggravation
of court life as Greer passed between the two peaks and headed south. The
rough terrain beneath them looked even more uninhabited.

I’m thankful this time of reflection is required before I take my final vow
to Paladin. I’m already enjoying the peace of being out of civilization. Noth-
ing within the city compares with the beauty I beheld last night as I watched

D O N I T A K .  P A U L4
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the heavens from my campsite. Even the stars seemed to celebrate my freedom.
That comet rising from the southwestern horizon may be my herald of a con-
tented sabbatical.

I can be gone from a month to a year. At this point, I intend to take every
day of a whole year to relish the isolation. Searching my soul as I count the cost
of this alliance is only part of what I must examine.

Bardon stroked Greer’s neck. By using the wordless communication
of mindspeaking common to a rider and his dragon, the squire often con-
fided his thoughts to his dragon. The young squire was well aware that his
closest companion already knew every detail of his life. Nonetheless, when
he talked to Greer, he didn’t feel like he indulged in melancholy musings.
Friendly chats with the droll dragon often lifted his spirits.

Bardon gazed at the unpopulated mountain region. He would have
to guard against falling into self-pity. The solemn reality of his lonely
life threatened to accompany him on his chance for a relaxed time of
meditation.

I lived at The Hall from the time I was six, he told Greer, until I was
eighteen—a dozen years in a room with five other occupants. Dormitory life
doesn’t allow much time for solitude. I don’t mind telling you, Greer, I crave
really being alone.

Greer beat his powerful wings and rose several hundred feet to soar
over a broad mountaintop. On the other side stretched a highland valley,
cradling a long lake.

“That water looks to be the shape of a boot.” Bardon leaned over the
neck of his mount. “Sir Dar said the cabin is on the east side, close to the
heel.”

Greer banked and headed for the eastern shore at the southernmost
end of the clear lake. Clouds reflected in the blue water, and as Greer
passed over, an image of the dragon’s purple body and cobalt wings glided
across the rippling surface.

They landed on the shoreline where stubby grass and tiny, fragrant,
white mountain flowers covered the bank for twenty yards before under-
sized trees erupted in dense woods. The vegetation grew lush because of a

D R A G O N K N I G H T 5
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long tropical growing season but was short due to the altitude.
A one-level, split-log cabin sat at the edge of the forest.
Bardon swung his leg over the saddle horn, unhooked his other leg,

and slid to the ground. With hands much practiced at his task, he un-
buckled the straps of the saddle and laid it and the saddle packs on the
ground. The young squire stood with his fists on his hips and surveyed
the peaceful scene.

Greer stretched out his wings and shook them with a rattle of the thin
leather hide. He then tucked them close to his body and rolled in the
sweet-scented grass. When his itches were subdued, he strolled to the edge
of the lake and took a deep drink. The dragon lifted his head with water
dripping from his chin and looked back at his rider.

“Yes,” agreed Bardon. “I bet some very big fish swim in these waters.”
He picked up two bundles of personal belongings, leaving the other

gear to stow later. Right now he wanted to inspect what would be his
secluded home for the next few months. He would read the books he’d
brought, contemplate life, and seek Wulder’s presence, hoping for a clear
direction. Should he be a knight after all these years of preparation, or
should he settle into a less demanding occupation?

Bardon walked slowly, in no hurry to commence these weighty medi-
tations. He’d been so sure knighthood was his calling. Obviously, his
unknown father had desired this future for his son, or he wouldn’t have
left him at The Hall. But as Bardon trained under Sir Dar, he began to
realize that the lofty words servant to Paladin actually meant “servant to
mankind.”

The idea of serving the noble ruler of Amara had a pristine quality to
it. In reality, this serving meant forever dealing with the sullied high races.
Instead of walking on a more elevated plane than the average citizen, Bar-
don found himself mingling with and humbling himself for an unappre-
ciative, uneducated, ratty populace.

“People,” he muttered. “Way too many people.”
He reached the door of the cabin, and without putting down either

bundle, he awkwardly lifted the latch. He nudged the heavy wooden
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plank open with his foot and stepped into the dimly lit room. His nose
twitched. He smelled what could have been a hot meal eaten not long
before. With shoulders tensed, he lowered his burden to the floor and put
a hand on his sword hilt.

The cabin didn’t feel right. Abandoned for over a year, the interior
should have had a musty odor. Dust motes floated in sunbeams shining
through polished windows. A door stood open to a small bedroom.

Bardon crossed the main room silently and peered in at two made
beds. A simple dress hung on a peg on the wall. A set of shelves held other
feminine clothing folded neatly.

He scanned the room. No one lurked in the shadows. He turned to
search the rest of the small cabin. Two other rooms didn’t seem to be in
use. But it was abundantly clear the kitchen area and the sitting room had
accommodated someone earlier in the day.

He marched out of the house and asked Greer if he had seen or heard
anyone in the immediate vicinity. The dragon had not, but took to the
sky for a scouting trip. The young squire soon had an answer.

What do you mean, ‘uh-oh’? Bardon glared at the flying dragon. Two
women, one very old and one young? He frowned. What are they doing?

Bardon didn’t appreciate the dragon’s comments on how delicious the
berries would be when the women returned with two basketfuls.

I doubt they are picking enough to satisfy your appetite.
He turned on his heel and tramped back into the house, snatching up

his bundles as he went through the door.
Sir Dar gave me permission to occupy this house, and this is where I am

going to stay! These women are certainly not here because they were invited.
He carried his possessions through the sitting room and into the sec-

ond unoccupied bedroom. He tossed the bags on the bed and went out
to haul in the rest of his provisions. In a deliberate surge of activity, he
stowed all his belongings. Then, packing a wire, a bottle with a cork stop-
per, and a hunk of cheese in a knapsack, he went out to the lake. He
stopped to whack off a slender, five-foot-long branch from a borling tree,
then picked off its smaller limbs as he walked.

D R A G O N K N I G H T 7
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The nutty scent of the wood soothed his agitation. Survival skills had
been his favorite part of training. He relished the fresh air, the music of
woodland noises, and the busyness of living off the land.

I will enjoy these months alone. At this moment, I will focus on what is
at hand.

Thank You, Wulder, for Your gift of this time and this place.
A rock outcropping jutted into the water. Bardon clambered over a pile

of smooth boulders and sat on a ledge. Settling into a comfortable position
with his feet dangling over the water, he pulled out a string and the wire
from his pocket. With nimble fingers, he fashioned a hook from the wire
and attached it to the string, then the string to the pole. In a matter of min-
utes, he threw a fishing line with the cork from his bottle into the water.

Greer ambled toward the rocky ridge to sit within a few yards on the
grassy bank. Bardon tried to ignore the ripple of amusement coming from
the dragon’s mind.

“Why don’t you go fishing?” he asked.
The dragon stretched his neck over the water.
“Not here!” Bardon jerked his line and jutted his chin out toward the

long expanse of shoreline. “Go to the other end of the lake. Sir Dar said
the water is quite deep there.”

Greer looked to the north and then over his shoulder at the stunted
forest.

“No,” said Bardon. “I don’t need you to stay and help greet the ladies.”
He paused to absorb the dragon’s response. “I am not in a foul mood, and
I will not catch any fish with you hanging over my shoulder. Go have your
dinner and let me catch mine.”

Greer spread his wings and abruptly took off, but not before Bardon
heard the rumble in his throat that indicated the dragon was laughing at
his rider.

Bardon ducked as a draft from the strong, leathery wings nearly
knocked him off his rocky perch. But Greer’s good humor dispersed the
last of his rider’s prickly temper. By the time Bardon looked up to see his
friend soaring above the mountain lake, a grin had replaced his scowl.

D O N I T A K .  P A U L8
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He pulled in his line, reset the bait, and cast his hook into the water.
Then he leaned back against the rocky ledge and watched Greer rather
than the cork floating in the placid lake below.

The purple dragon circled over the lake. One moment he spiraled in
a lazy pattern, the next, he tucked his wings and plummeted into the water.
He came out again, stretching his neck skyward, flapping his wings, and
leaving a waterfall of droplets cascading from his body. Even across the
distance, Bardon felt the satisfaction that pulsed through the dragon as he
swallowed his catch.

Bardon’s gaze locked on Greer as the dragon repeated the perfor-
mance many times. The dragon didn’t feed every day, but when he did,
he ate until sated. With the close connection between dragon and rider,
Bardon grew more and more content as his friend satisfied his hunger. He
leaned against the sun-warmed rock and sighed. Even if he had to eat
hardtack tonight instead of fried fish, he would be immeasurably happier
here than at the busy Castle Pelacce in the heart of bustling Dormenae.

Bardon wiggled his foot, feeling as if a muscle in his calf had drawn
taut. The cramp intensified. He opened his eyes and sat up. Around the
circumference of his lower leg, a writher snake had coiled its two-inch-
thick, moss green body.

Bardon held his breath. Writher snakes, though small in circumfer-
ence, had muscles that were strong like cables, teeth like razors, and a
reputation for drowning their victims. Bardon wondered how old this
writher might be. Legend said they grew five feet longer every year, but
never any thicker. This one’s tail still hung beneath the surface of the lake.

With its head lifted, the snake’s pale eyes gazed dispassionately at its
victim. A black, forked tongue flickered, tasting the air. Hissing with an
odd cadence like the humming of a song, the serpent bobbed its head to
and fro.

Bardon eased his hand to his waist, where a leather sheath held his
hunting knife. The creature flinched and drew back toward the water,
squeezing its victim’s leg and pulling him toward death. The snake paused,
flicked its tongue, bobbed its head, and stared at the face of its prey.

D R A G O N K N I G H T 9
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Bardon’s fingers inched over the finely braided leather loop that secured
the large knife. With no other part of his body moving, he pushed a fin-
ger under the catch and freed the blade. He took a slow, steadying breath
and tensed for the one attempt he would have to kill the beast. He
whipped the blade out in a smooth motion and swung to slice off the
snake’s head. The snake dodged the knife and struck at Bardon’s leg. His
boot saved him from the serpent’s bite. The tough leather tore, but the
teeth did not penetrate.

The snake jerked, tightening its grip, and moved toward the water. As
if understanding the threat of the knife, it laid its head along its victim’s
inner knee, too close to the rock for Bardon to reach without slicing his
own leg.

Flipping onto his stomach, Bardon tried to find something to hang
on to, something to help him resist being dragged beneath the cold
waters. He dug the fingers of one hand and the knife in the other hand
against the hard surface of the rock. The stone gave no purchase. He slid
farther as the snake pulled.

Bardon knew just when Greer recognized his rider’s distress and flew
toward the south end of the lake. The amount of fish he’d eaten slowed
his flight. His movements would be sluggish, but the dragon would not
abandon his rider.

Again the snake yanked backward, and Bardon fell off the rock. Just
before his head splashed beneath the surface, he heard the enraged battle
cry of a dragon above him and a feminine screech of horror from the shore.

D O N I T A K .  P A U L1 0
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� 2 �

Entangled

Bardon kicked at the coil around his leg with his free foot, trying to
pound the snake’s body into loosening its grip. Directly above him, the
impact of a massive body entering the water announced Greer had come
to his rescue.

A cloud of bubbles surrounded the squire, obscuring his vision. A
moment later, his descent abruptly reversed. He whooshed out of the lake,
dangling upside down, still entangled in the long snake. Greer held the
serpent in his mouth and flew toward shore.

Water streamed from Bardon’s hair. He swiped at his eyes with one
hand and glanced up. The snake coiled around his leg, its head battering
the leather of his boot. The length of the writher’s body dangled from
Greer’s mouth. Bardon estimated the creature’s body stretched twenty
feet between his foot and Greer’s teeth. Bardon looked down at the rip-
pling surface of the lake, then at the rocky shore as Greer gained height.
The piles of rounded stones did not look like a comfortable place to set
down. He desperately hoped the serpent would not let go of his leg now.

Seconds later, the dragon banked over the grassy expanse before the
cabin. Bardon bent in half at the waist. Still holding his hunting knife, he
grabbed the snake’s body as if it were a rope and hauled himself up to Greer’s
head. Clinging to the dragon’s neck, he braced himself for the landing.

Thanks, Greer.
In return for his expression of gratitude, Bardon listened to a tirade

on the foul taste of writher snakes and the unpleasant feel of serpent scales
rubbing against the tongue.

As soon as the dragon’s feet hit the ground, he spat the offending
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reptile from his mouth. Bardon’s back struck the grassy bank with a thud,
knocking the air out of his lungs. The knife flew from his grasp, landing
out of reach. As he labored to breathe, a frantic young woman rushed
toward him with an ax raised above her head. He wheezed, struggling for
just one breath of air while the snake’s hold tightened around his leg.

His eyes followed the young woman’s helter-skelter dash toward him
with that large ax brandished. He emphatically desired to get away from
the snake and out of the path of the ax-wielder, but all he could do was
hack and gasp. She stumbled, and the blade of her weapon barely missed
his leg.

Sitting up, Bardon finally drew several breaths of bracing air. He tried
to move away from the figure sprawled on the grass beside him, but the
snake lurched toward the lake and dragged him along.

Greer!
The dragon whipped around, his tail flattening a bush. He examined

the situation, gave a huge sigh, and reluctantly placed one large forefoot
on the slithering beast.

His dragon friend’s surge of disgust washed over Bardon. He thought
Greer’s abhorrence of snakes would be laughable if he’d been free of the
creature wrapped around his leg.

Back on her feet and armed again with the ax, the young woman
charged in between Bardon and Greer. She swung the ax above her head
and, as it came down, let out a frightful screech. Bardon grimaced and
covered his ears. The serpent jerked, the coil around Bardon’s leg relaxed,
and he shook the body of the snake loose. Dark purple blood spurted
from the two ends of the severed flesh.

Greer removed his foot from the twitching snake body and backed
away from the creature. The young woman scrambled back as well. Tears
ran down blotchy red cheeks, and her chest heaved as she sobbed. An
older woman stood by the forest’s edge with a serene expression fixed upon
her dark face.

Bardon pushed wet locks away from his eyes and studied the emer-
lindian. A granny?
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She smiled. “Yes, a granny. Granny Kye.”
Annoyed that she had heard his thought, Bardon carefully guarded

his expression. He could also guard his thoughts after working with Kale
on his mindspeaking abilities while they had been on a mission together
three years ago. His talent was minimal next to hers. He put the guard in
place so that this granny would not know how frustrated he was by the
presence of these women.

He struggled to his feet, tried to stamp some circulation back into his
numb leg, and straightened his tunic. Chagrined that in spite of all his
training, a girl and a dragon had just rescued him, Bardon bent in an awk-
ward bow. The court polish of three years deserted him.

I am not a callow lad, and I will not stutter words I’ve repeated many
times before.

He smiled with all the charm he could muster. “I’m pleased to meet
you, Granny Kye.”

“And I, you. I have been expecting you.”
The younger emerlindian, her pale skin still flushed, turned unbeliev-

ing slate blue eyes on the older woman. “Grandmother, you never said.”
Bardon almost missed her words as he watched those thickly fringed

eyes grow as dark as storm clouds.
Granny Kye chuckled. “I don’t tell you everything, infant.” She turned

to Bardon. “This wild child is N’Rae.”
Bardon turned to N’Rae. Her beauty astonished him. Even in plain

clothing, she outshone all the fair ladies of court. He straightened his
tunic again and managed a more polished bow. “My pleasure.”

She glanced away, then down. Bardon decided she was younger than
he’d first thought. Probably a little younger than his friend Kale. But
where Dragon Keeper Kale Allerion had a determined expression about
her eyes and in the tilt of her chin, this fair maiden resembled a lost kit-
ten. Splashes of dark purple blood covered the front of her homespun
dress, looking incongruous on someone who radiated such innocence.

Bardon wanted to see the unusual color of her eyes again and spoke
softly, hoping she’d glance up at him. “Thank you for saving my life.”
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She did look up. A moment before, the hue of her eyes had reflected
stormy clouds. Now the vivid blue matched the sky above. “I didn’t know
what to do. I hate snakes!”

Bardon felt a shudder of agreement from Greer’s mind, and he
glanced over at the dragon to see him giving N’Rae a nod of approval. At
the moment, Bardon wasn’t too fond of snakes, either. And he’d never
been too fond of people. Even a fetching female and a wise old woman
were more company than he desired. He turned to the granny.

“I am Bardon, squire to Sir Dar of Castle Pelacce, in Dormenae,
Wittoom.”

“A squire?” N’Rae almost looked impressed, but she shook her head,
causing her long, white-blond tresses to swing. With a sigh that took the
stiffness out of her shoulders so they drooped in defeat, she stared again
at the ground. “It’s a shame you aren’t a knight. We could use a knight.”
Her chin lifted, and she looked to the granny. “Actually, we could use
Paladin’s army, but Grandmother says we are to accomplish our task with
the resources Wulder provides.”

The old woman nodded. “And Wulder has provided Squire Bardon.”
“Wait.” He held up a hand and slowly shook his head. “I’m entering

into my sabbatical. I’m charged to devote myself to meditation. I cannot
undertake to aid you in any endeavor at this time.”

N’Rae turned away from him, gave a little gasp, and pointed a finger
at Greer. “Oh dear, that was dinner.”

The dragon lifted his nose from the dropped baskets of berries by the
forest edge. His long, blue tongue licked the last of the smashed purple
goo from his lips. He blinked and focused on his rider.

Bardon frowned at Greer but turned a pleasant face to the two ladies
and delivered the message his dragon had impressed into his mind. “Greer
wishes to offer his apologies. When it comes to food, he has very little
willpower. We have provisions we will gladly share.”

His thoughts turned back to the dragon. Those are my provisions you’re
offering, and this isn’t helping to remove these interlopers from the cabin. Do
you have any suggestions on how to get rid of them?
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Greer turned his back on his rider and strolled down to the shore. He
launched into the air and headed for the northern end of the lake.

Bardon turned back to the women. “Greer will bring back fish for our
dinner. I’ll drag what’s left of this snake far into the woods for scavengers
to dispose of.”

He fought the urge to clear his throat before he made his next an-
nouncement. “The cabin belongs to Sir Dar, and he gave me permission
to dwell in it this summer. I hope this doesn’t inconvenience you.”

Granny Kye smiled. “Not at all, my dear boy, we shall be leaving on
our quest within a day or two.”

Bardon deliberately shifted his gaze away from the bright brown,
knowing eyes of the emerlindian.

Not with me! he protested. He strolled into the cabin to retrieve his
sword. He wouldn’t be caught unarmed again. When he came out, he
nodded to the women and picked up his hunting knife and sheathed it.
With the head section of the snake’s carcass in one hand and the long
body in the other, he marched into the trees. His stride lengthened as he
determined to banish a persistent nagging in his heart.

I am not required to do anything for these females.
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Three!

Bardon dragged the snake’s body farther into the woods than was neces-
sary. With every step, he pondered the question of what his reaction
should be to these two inconvenient women.

Gracious Wulder, by Sir Dar’s example, I know that when someone is in
need, that need takes precedence over any personal plan. So, here I quibble.
Where it would be expected to set aside a personal plan, it would be unac-
ceptable to ignore a mandate from You. Is my sabbatical a personal plan or a
divine assignment?

The snake’s body snagged on a bush, jerking Bardon to a halt. He
turned and yanked. It didn’t budge. He walked back, held the lower
branches back with his foot, and pulled. The bush let go, and he trudged
on along the narrow path. He entered a forest glade and headed for the
other side.

You and I both know that there really aren’t two choices, but only one.
You wouldn’t have put this need in my path if You didn’t want me to react as
You’ve taught me. I will do as You require.

The hair on the back of his neck stood up. Bardon unsheathed his
sword at the first rumbling growl. He let the dead weight of the snake slip
from his fingers and took a step backward. Crouching with his weapon
ready, he looked into the cool yellow eyes of a five-foot-long mountain
cat. Just within the line of trees, the animal pressed its entire body close
to the ground, legs bent, ready to pounce. Golden stripes adorned the ani-
mal’s tan hide. The cat’s tufted ears lay back against its skull. With its lips
pulled back, the wild beast’s snarl showed pointed teeth.

“I am really not in the mood for this, cat.”
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A growl vibrated through the meadow. The cat’s tail swept back and
forth across the forest floor.

“Wouldn’t you like this snake for dinner? You can have it. My treat.”
The cat stepped forward.
“Believe me, the snake would be a tastier, easier dinner.”
He inched back. The cat inched closer.
Bardon sighed. He flexed his fingers on the hilt of the sword. The

weapon had been crafted by Wizard Fenworth and placed in Bardon’s
hand by Paladin himself. On the occasions he’d had to use the sword, it
had never failed him. Sometimes, he thought Fenworth had embedded
special powers within the weapon. Other times, he thought Wulder had
blessed the blade for righteousness. But killing a mountain cat over a dead
snake did not seem to be a noble cause. Still, being eaten seemed less than
a noble end to his career as a knight. He pulled his hunting knife out and
balanced the two weapons.

Bardon’s lip twitched in humor. Greer would tell him this awkward
situation was his own fault. “Never mess with a snake,” was the dragon’s
creed.

“Never mess with a mountain cat” is more apropos at the moment.
Where are you, Greer?
He watched the cat as he listened for the mental connection to his

dragon. Greer answered readily, having already placed a large giddinfish
on the grass in front of the fair N’Rae. As usual, the dragon’s take on Bar-
don’s problem sounded impertinent. Bardon concentrated on the wild
animal before him as he responded.

I do not think the cat prefers warm-blooded, fresh meat to cold, dead
snake. But I prefer not to test your theory. Could you hurry a bit? I want to
be out of here before I become its next meal.

He managed to ease backward a few steps before the cat prowled into
the meadow. The feline warily approached the serpent carcass, nose quiv-
ering, large eyes on the man, not the snake.

Yes, of course I want a ride, Greer. This is ill-timed humor.
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The cat didn’t come straight at him, but sashayed in zigzag fashion,
always with whiskers trembling and eyes fixed on the man. Bardon held
his sword and knife ready but hoped Greer would reach them before he
had to fight.

He had plenty of battlefield experience. He’d matched prowess with
skilled bisonbeck soldiers. He’d engaged many grawligs, and they were
barbarous creatures.

One-on-one with a wild cat involves different skills. Wild beasts fight
with a finesse lacking in the savage low races. Still, I’ve fought a trundle bear
and won. Bardon shook his head slightly and clenched his weapons. But
trundles are a smallish bear. Not at all in the same class as this beast. He
looked at the magnificent cat, a creation of Wulder, and willed Greer to
swoop in over the trees.

The dragon’s grumbling rolled through his thoughts, and he answered.
It’s not my fault you gorged yourself on fish and berries… I know you like

to nap after a feast… I’m not the one who offered to catch dinner for the
women… The sooner you get me out of here, the sooner you can stretch out
beside the lake and bask in the afternoon sun.

The cat curled its lip and snarled.
Hurry!
He had succeeded in reaching the forest line. The snake’s remains lay

in two pieces across the middle of the clearing. The cat stopped and
sniffed. The animal’s head jerked back, its chin lifted to the sky, and it
roared.

Shivers surged over Bardon’s arms and back. He flexed his fingers on
the hilt of the sword, then the hand that held the knife. The muscles
across the cat’s shoulders bunched. Its paws kneaded the ground.

“Getting ready to attack, aren’t you?” Bardon noted his hands squeez-
ing and relaxing on the handles of his weapons, much as the great feline
kneaded the turf. The squire grunted. “Well, so am I! But I’d prefer to just
go our separate ways. You go have dinner with the snake. I’ll go eat fish
with the emerlindian ladies.”
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The cat licked its lips.
“No, kitty.” Bardon kept his voice low and soothing. “This is a bad

idea.”
A rumble emanated from the cat’s throat, and it sprang across the

dead snake, launching himself directly at the sword. Bardon twirled out
of the way, allowing the animal to fly past and crash into the underbrush
of the forest. The cat recovered and thrashed out of the branches, leaving
a mangled bush behind. It charged Bardon, who stepped aside barely in
time. He pricked the cat’s shoulder as it went by.

The feline didn’t charge again but circled. Bardon carefully kept turn-
ing, sword and knife at the ready.

“I didn’t want to do that, cat. But you don’t appear to be familiar with
the high races and their weapons. This blade hurts. You should avoid it.”

Leathery wings beat the air above them. The cat snarled and crouched,
backing toward the woods.

Bardon sheathed his weapons and waited. Greer landed in front of
him, bellowed at the cat, and flashed his large, sharp teeth. His tail lay flat
on the ground, pointed directly at his rider. Bardon ran up the incline of
the tail, sat high on the dragon’s back, and hooked his feet under the shoul-
der joints of the wings. He pressed his body against the back of Greer’s
neck and gripped the spikes that protruded from where the dragon’s head
joined his neck.

Not exactly comfortable because of the ridges running down Greer’s
back, Bardon nonetheless felt secure. He’d ridden bareback before in
many training sessions.

The dragon spread his wings and lifted into the air. The cat darted
into the cover of the trees.

That worked. It’ll go off and lick that wound I gave it. Possibly, it has
learned to be more cautious of the high races. “To the wise one, a prick on the
finger avoids a hole in the heart.”

Greer snorted and shook his head.
Yes, I know I don’t need to quote Wulder to you. It’s habit. For three years,
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I’ve had to back up every action of the day to Scribe Moran at the evening ves-
pers. The girder exercise, you know? An act of will must be consciously chosen
with principles to support the deed, and ramifications accounted.

The dragon stretched his wings, caught a thermal, and circled. Bar-
don knew Greer found the tedious girder ritual boring. But the young
squire knew it was necessary. The practice forced novices to order their
lives, and the exercise prevented chaos. But Greer would not prolong any
conversation dealing with girdering.

Yes, I know you have rescued me twice in one day. Pardon me for not
expressing my gratitude more promptly… Of course I’m aware that your loy-
alty is a blessing of great practical value.

The dragon continued to circle, rising higher. Bardon felt the chill as
they climbed. With Greer’s droll comments still registering in the back of
his mind, the squire turned his attention to Wulder. After years of study
in The Hall and under Sir Dar, he still didn’t have a grasp of what to
expect from his Creator.

You’ve sent me on sabbatical, Wulder. I know You order my days. What
is the purpose of a writher snake, a hungry cat, and these women?

Oh, Greer, give it a rest. Let’s return to these two women and find out
just what their quest is. Maybe they only need an escort down to the valley to
market.

Three? Three! Three women?
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